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 In this reserve, model, trainer, and entertainment character Charleston Pierce shares how your walk will
help you boost your confidence and tap into your own internal power.How will you use the secrets of
supermodels and celebrities to create achievement on the runway you will ever have? If you're ready to
shine, end wishing you had been a superstar and start walking like one. Your superstar walk will take you
anywhere you would like to go, while it attracts individuals who desire to march with you. Star Walk reveals
the same secrets stars use and that means you, too, can step out into the world and encounter your full
potential. You'll learn: the story your walk is telling the world, the main element elements of a star walk and
how to apply them in your life, why confidence is important and how you may use it to tap into your
superstar power, how exactly to use your celebrity walk to achieve success running a business, interviews,
and networking, how to interpret and apply body gestures in personal associations, and how to personalize
your walk and utilize it to achieve your targets and dreams.
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Buy this, it'll change your life. Well Done! Read this book and achieving your dreams. It is awesome when
someone can openly and honestly mentor without feeling intimated by fresh upcoming stars. Very
Insightful/Teaches Confidence Charleston gives a lot of great insights into projecting self-confidence in your
every day life. This book isn't only about modeling or being a star, it is about bringing out the superstar in
everyone. A great read! Great book! Simply aMaysIn!! A MUST-Browse. Furthermore, I can use this
understanding to greatly help those around me develop their "superstar power" for themselves.!! Rather than
being the leader, or getting attention "unintentionally," I now know very well what I am doing this I could
harness this power in better methods. Just what a great book to learn! This book help me understand my
power and potential as a leader. Charleston Pierce remains to be to be the most inspirational innovator
demonstrating how anyone could be powerful in their own existence. This book is a must read for anybody
wanting that extra increase of confidence or mild reminder that we are all stars and something special to this
globe. I'm super thrilled to share this reserve with my children and friends so they'll know most of us have
what it takes to reach the stars. Thank you Charleston for sharing this most insightful book! I just purchased
my second copy to talk about with my superstar son and daughters. Many thanks again, this publication is
definitely precious and priceless. It provided me a socio-psychological grounding in understanding why
people respond to me the direction they do. THIS Is normally AN AMAZING BOOK! I would recommend
this book, for anybody who desires to maximize their charisma and attractiveness, for anybody who desires
to become a innovator, wherever and whoever they're. Thank you Charleston for providing insights and
assistance that can warranty a Star Walk. As a result of the knowledge and knowledge shared in your
publication, I have gained a deeper level of confidence and competence in my skills and capabilities. Leave
the fear behind and walk the runway of life. Awesome! This book contains valuable information that will
help you remove self-imposed barriers. If your desire is to live life to its fullest, this book should definitely
be on your own Runway of Life. Charleston says it best when he says "It's what is different about us which
makes us special. We have to embrace things that make us different and learn to love them." , which makes
this essential read for all age range!
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